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1. INTR~Duc~TIoN 
Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G, and D a union of conjugate 
classes of H. Under certain assumptions, Dade [2] has constructed a mapping 
CJ which carries each generalized character (i-e., difference of characters) B 
of H which vanishes on H - D to a generalized character & of G, and which is 
an isometry with respect to the usual inner products; this in&&s mappings 
studied earlier by Feit and Thompson ([4], Section 9) and by Suzuki [5J 
The definition of cr involves a set T of primes, and the functions 6 and B 
which appear are constant on each n-section of H and of G respectively. 
(Some definitions involving q are given at the beginning of Section 2.) This 
makes it natural to consider Dade’s result as a tbeorem about functions con- 
stant on the P-sections of a finite group. The present paper cnntains a 
reformulation and generalization of [2] in this context; it can be read inde- 
pendently of [2], since it incorporates most of the ideas of the latter. 
To formulate our results, let %?oVn a d wH.n be the vector spaces of compIex- 
valued functions constant on v-sections, defined on G and H, respectively. 
There is a natural restriction mapping of %o,, into gHeV; we cab the mapping 
of VH,, into go,= which is dual to this mapping (under the usual inner pro- 
ducts for class functions) n+tduction from H to G, and denote the image of 8 
under r-induction by eG*-. (S ee S t ec ion 2 for more details.) Dade’s mapping o 
coincides with w-induction whenever it is defined: see [4], Lemma 9.4 and 
[3], (33.3). Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G, and let n be a set of 
primes. Let D be a union of n-sections of H such that 
(A) any two a-elements of D that are conjugate in G are conjugate in H; 
* This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant GP-43 17. 
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(B) for each r-element d E D, Co(d) has a normal &-Hall subgroup I(d), 
and Co(d) = C,(d)I(d). 
Let g*,*(D) be the vector space of all complex-valued fkctions on H which 
are constant on each 7r-section of H and which vanish on H - D. Then the 
~PpiniY 
8 + e+, 0 E OH,,, U-1) 
is a linear isometry of (i?R,JD) into go,, . For all 9 E %‘H,lr(D) and x E G, 
&yX) = I 
W), if x E {d}G*r, dED, o 
, if x E G - DGl”. (1.2) 
For each generalized character f3 of H in WH,,(D), eGvn is a generalized 
character of G. 
Theorem 1 reduces to Dade’s result if we replace (B) by the stronger 
condition: 
(B*) for each r-element d E D, Co(d) has a normal rr’-Hall subgroup I(d), 
having Cdd) as a complementary subgroup. 
In this case, for every d E D, d is in the T-group C&d,), so that D consists 
of p-elements, and each r-section of H in D is just a conjugate class of H. If 
G is a v-group, then r-induction is ordinary induction, and Theorem 1 (like 
Dade’s result) becomes a well-known result of Brauer and Suzuki about 
trivial intersection sets (see, e.g., [6], Section 1). Another special case of 
Theorem 1 occurs whenever G has a normal &-Hall subgroup 1, G = HI, 
and D = H (see Lemma 2 and the remark at the end of Section 4); this 
generalizes a situation studied by Suzuki [5J. A situation somewhat similar 
to ours appears in [Z], Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1 follows at once from our Theorems 3 and 5, each of which 
obtains part of its conclusions under weaker assumptions. One assumption 
which we shall use is the following: 
(B,) for each rr-element d E D, Co(d) has a normal Q’-subgroup I(d) such 
that Co(d) = C,(d)I(d). 
If O,(X) denotes as usual the maximal normal &-subgroup of X, (Be) is 
clearly equivalent to the following condition: 
fur each n-element d E D, Co(d) = C&d) 0,(&(d)). 
I conjecture that (B) can be replaced by the weaker condition (Bs) in 
Theorem 1; some evidence is provided by Lemma 2. 
We begin in Section 2 by obtaining some explicit formulas for v-induction. 
In Section 3 we give some auxiliary results involving normal &-subgroups. 
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In Section 4 we prove the isometry part of Theorem 1, assuming (A) and 
(B,). In Section 5 we prove a generalization of Dade’s remarkable summation 
formula ([2], (3.5)) in a form involving n-induction; it is hoped that the reader 
will find the argument slightly less complicated than the original proof. Then 
the formula is applied, following Dade, to prove the part of Theorem 1 
about generalized characters. Assumption (A) is not needed in Section 5. 
In the final section we show two properties of our assumptions: a transitiv- 
ity property and a result about changing r. It was the search for such a 
transitivity property, in analogy with the transitivity property of Wong’s 
block mapping ([7], Theorem 5), which gave rise to the present paper. 
In a later paper, I hope to extend Wong’s results ([7], Section 3)-cf. [6], 
Section 3-on the relationship between Dade’s isometry and block theory to 
the situation studied here. 
Note Added in Proof. Just after completing this paper, I received a copy 
of a preliminary version of the closely related paper [da] by Leonard and 
McKelvey. In its original form, Theorem 2.2 of [4u] was a weaker version 
of our Theorem 1 that the authors had discovered and proved independently; 
in the published version of [da], Theorem 2.2 has been revised and is deduced 
from Theorem 1. Leonard and McKelvey also present an application of 
these results to existence of normal complements, and a number of theorems 
concerning coherence. 
2. &ECTIONS AND ?r-INDUCTION 
All groups considered are finite. We shall always suppose that a set ,r 
of primes has been given; the complementary set of primes will be called rr’. 
The set of all primes which divide the order of a group G will be called m(G); 
G is a r-group if CT 1 n(G). An element x of G is a n-element if the cyclic group 
(x) is a m-group. Every element x of G has a unique factorization 
~ZX$,?I x,,x, where x, is a r-element and x,, a rr’-element of G. If 
x,y~G, then XY= y-lxy; we denote the element (xv),, = (x~)Y by XI. A 
r-subgroup X of G is a n-Hall subgroup if no prime in rr divides / G : X 1 . 
G is partitioned into subsets called n-sections by defining that elements x 
and y of G are in the same r-section of G if and only if x,, and y,, are conjugate 
in G. For any subset D of G, the smallest subset of G which contains D and 
which is a union of n-sections (or of conjugate classes) of G will be denoted 
by DGyv (or DC, respectively); for example, the x-section of G containing x 
is {x}~*“. Observe that {x}~+’ = {~~}~9-, and that {x}~,~ is a union of conjugate 
classes of G, exactly one of which, namely {x~}~, consists of n-elements. 
Easily, for every r-element x, 
1 {X>G’m 1 = 1 {x>” 1rm(CG(X>) = 1 G : CC(x) 1 rw(cG(x)), (2-l) 
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where for any group X, rJX) denotes the number of rr’-elements of H; 
that is r,(X) = 1 {l}x~~ / (see [I], p. 78). 
If D is any subset of G, the complex vector space of all complex-valued 
functions on G which are constant on each a-section (or conjugate class) of G 
and which vanish on G - D will be called %Gsr(D) (or VG(D) respectively); 
in particular, set V,,,(G) = go,, , go(G) = %‘o . %?o has the usual inner 
product 
(7, t)G = 1 G 1-l zG7(“) 5(x), 
which is inherited by the above subspaces of go. All these notations are 
adapted in the obvious way if G is replaced by another group, and all isome- 
tries will be with respect to the inner products which we have just defined. 
If H is a subgroup of G, the restriction mapping 7 + 77 1 H maps (ipG,r into 
v H,lr . The linear mapping 19 -+ flGy?r of qH,- into %?c,, which is dual (or 
adjoint) to this restriction mapping with respect to the inner products on 
these spaces is uniquely determined by the condition 
(eGvr, r])G = (6 7 1 f&f, e E eHslr , 7 E vG.l, - (2.2) 
We call this mapping rr-i&~ctio~~ from H to G. 
IfJisagroupsuchthatHCJCG,thefactthat(q1J)IH=7IH 
dualizes immediately to the transitivity property 
(@)G,a = fyb, e E qH,* . (2.3) 
If n >_ CT(G), then %?o = %?oen, and p-induction becomes the usual induc- 
tion mapping e -+ eG, while (2.2) expresses the Frobenius reciprocity theo- 
rem. Although induction always maps generalized characters on generalized 
characters, the same is not true of r-induction in general; so we must seek 
more limited results (such as Theorem 5). 
We can obtain more explicit formulas for m-induction as follows. Let h, 
and g, range over sets of representatives of the distinct conjugate classes 
of H and G respectively which consist of rr-elements. Let Bi and Q be the 
characteristic functions of {hi}H,.” in H and of {gi}G,n in G (thus e,(h) = 1 if 
h E {hi}ff.n, e,(h) = 0 otherwise). The Br and the Q form bases of gH,, and 
sf? respectively. We can compute r-induction using these bases as follows: 
foT*iach i there is a unique j(i) such that {hi}G*a = {gici,}G*V. Then for all i, 
(2.4) 
This formula is proved by showing that this value of of*” satisfies the con- 
dition (@m, 7j)o = (ei , 7i ( G)H for all i andj; in fact, both sides are equal to 
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) {h,}alm I/] H 1 if i =i(i) and to zero otherwise. Using (2.1), we can write 
(2.4) in the equivalent form 
We shall make use of the following formula for r-induction: 
eG’“(x> = ,H , yw;CG(xr)) ; yW(Cdx:)) e(x:> 
(2.5) 
P-6) 
for all 9 E go,* and x E G, where y ranges over {y E G : xz E H}. To prove 
(2.6), it suffices to take B = Bi . We may suppose that x E {hi}Gva, since other- 
wise both sides vanish. Then the summation on the right side has non-zero 
terms for just those y such that X: E {Ad}“; there are just 
1 CC(h) 1 1 .?dR 1 = 1 CC(b) : C&i) I I H I 
such terms, each equal to r,,(CH(hi)). Comparison with (2.5) now shows that 
(2.6) is valid. In the case ~2 r(G), (2,6) reduces to the classical formula 
for induction of class functions. 
l&MARK. Equation (2.6) is not the only possible formula of its type. For 
example, an alternate formula, proved in a similar way, is given by 
eG’q(x) = 1 {Xw~G,w 1 h IG:HI 1 e(h), (2.7) 
summed over h E H n {x,,}~~~, for all 8 E gH,= , x E G. For arbitrary complex- 
valued functions 0 on H, the right sides of (2.6) and (2.7) are defined, but 
are not equal in general. It is not clear whether these expressions have any 
significance if e 4 en,,; although our Theorem 4 (for example) holds for 
arbitrary 0 if (2.6) is used as a definition for r-induction. 
3. NORMAL d-!kBGROUPS 
This section is devoted to some situations involving normal w’-subgroups. 
As in the discussion of assumption (B,) in Section 1, there would be no 
essential loas in generality if we took I = O,,(G). 
LEMMA 1. If I is a normal T’-subgroup of the finite group G, and if x and y 
are v-elements of G such that XI = yI, then y = xv for some v E I. 
This follows from the Lemma of Dade [2]; it can also be proved as follows. 
By a theorem of Zassenhaus ([8], p. 162) applied to the group (x) 1, y = (x”)~ 
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for some integer n and some v E I. Then yI = x”I, whence xnI = XI, so that 
xn = x as required. 
THEOREM 2. If I is a normal rr’-subgroup of the finite group G, and if 
x, y E G, then x and y are in the same rr-section of G if and only if XI and yI 
are in the same P-section of G/I. Hence each a-section of G is a union of cosets 
of I in G, and the canonical mapping of G onto G/l induces a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the P-sections of G and those of G/I. 
Proof. If {xI}~I~~~ = {yI}o”*r, then since 
WI G/k = {(xI)~}GO = {X,J}GI’,~, yd = (xJ), = xs 
for some z E G. Then by Lemma 1, y,, = xr for some v E I, so that x,, and 
yW are conjugate in G; then {x}~*~ = {Y}~,“, which is half of the theorem. The 
converse is straightforward. 
As a consequence of Theorem 2, it is clear that for x E G, 
1 {X}G,W 1 1 (xI}G’l*n 1 
___ = / G/I I ’ IGI 
(3.1) 
Furthermore the inflation mapping of V o/I into %?o induces a bijection of 
v Gl1.n to vG,w * Since inflation maps each irreducible character of G/I on an 
irreducible character of G, this mapping of %?oil,n’onto %o,, is an isometry, 
and it maps the set of generalized characters of G/I in %o~r,~ onto the set of 
generalized characters of G in %omr by virtue of the following fact: if I is 
any normal subgroup of G, and if inflation maps a E %?oll on a generalized 
character of G, then a is a generalized character of G/I. 
The following lemma serves both as a prototype for our results and as a 
part of our argument. 
LEMMA 2. Let H be a subgroup of G such that G = HI for some normal 
rr’-subgroup I of G. Then rr-induction is a linear isometry of gEBr onto %?G,~ , 
and it maps the set of all generalized characters of H in WH,r onto the set of all 
generalized characters of G in qG,, . 
Proof. Since G/I g H/H n I, we can combine applications of Theorem 2 
to G and G/I and to Hand H/H n I to get information‘connecting G and H. 
In particular, there is a bijection of the r-sections of H onto those of G: 
for each h E H, {h}a*r corresponds to (h}G*m, which is precisely {h}a*W I. By 
(3.11, 
I VP I I VdG+= I 
-----=--E-P IHI 
hEH. (3.2) 
Then (2.4) can be written in the simplified form f?:,” = vi, for suitable 
indexing. If we identify G/I with H/H n I, the same element of %o{l.n which 
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maps on 0 (E VH,-) under inflation from H/H n I to H maps on 19~3~ under 
inflation from G/I to G. Then Lemma 2 follows from the remarks following 
Theorem 2. 
An alternate proof that rr-induction is an isometry here is as follows: 
since the Bi and the Q each form an orthonormal basis, we need only prove 
that (19~ , 19~)~ = (Q , vi)o; but this is precisely (3.2) for h = hi. We may 
also observe that 
IYyhv) = B(h), for e E OH,?? > h E H, v ET; (3.3) 
and that taking h = 1 in (3.2) yields 
rll(W r,(G) --=----a 
IHI IGI 
The next lemma provides a hereditariness property for the hypothesis of 
Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let H be a subgroup of G such that G = HI for some normal 
&-subgroup I of G. Then for any r-element h of H, 
cc(h) = C,(h) [I n Cc(h)]. (3.5) 
Proof. Let c E C,(h). Then c = xy, x E H, y E 1. Also c = ch = xhyh, 
xh E H, yh E I, whence x-lxh = y(yh)-l E H n I. Then in H/H n I, x(H n I) 
commutes with h(H n I), so that h”(H n I) = h(H n I). By Lemma 1 for 
H n I and H, hz = hv for some v E H n I; thus xv-l E H n C,(h) = C,(h). 
Now c = (xv-‘) (cry), and vy EI n C,(h); this proves (3.5). 
4. IS~METRY 
The next theorem includes part of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let H be a subgroup of agroup G. Let D be a union of r-sections 
of H which satisjies assumptions (A) and (B,). Then the mapping (1.1) is a linear 
isometry of WH,lr(D) onto Vo,,(DG31r), and (1.2) holds. 
Proof. A basis for %?=,JD) is formed by those characteristic functions Oi 
for which ht E D, in the notation of Section 2. Assumption (A) is equivalent 
to saying that any two elements of D which are in the same r-section of G 
are in the same r-section of H (cf. [2], Proposition 1). Hence the functions 
viti) are distinct, and form a basis of Wo,n(DG,n); we can set j(i) = i. By (B,), 
we can apply (3.4) to find that 
r,(C&N = rw(Cc(d)) 
I C,(d) I 1 Cc(d) 1 
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for all r-elements d E D. By (2.5), 0:~” = Q for hi E D; this, together with (A), 
is equivalent to (1.2). Comparison of (2.4) with (2.5) shows that (3.2) holds 
for h = hi E D; hence r-induction from VH,?r(D) onto %?G,,(DGp3 is an iso- 
metry, as in the alternate proof of isometry given for Lemma 2; this proves 
Theorem 3. 
Remark. The assumption (B,) used in Theorem 3 says precisely that 
Co(d) and C,(d) satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2. On the other hand, the 
hypothesis of Lemma 2 implies that of Theorem 3 with D = H: for Lemma 2 
implies (A), and Lemma 3 implies (B,). 
5. SUMMATION FORMULA; GENERALIZED CHARACTERS 
The next lemma, which gives a simple formula involving restriction, 
x-induction, and induction, is the main step in the proof of Theorem 4. 
LEMMA 4. Let G, H, K, L be groups such that K C H C G, K _C L C G. 
Then for every B E (i4Hsv and x E G, 
(5.1) 
summed over {y E G : x: E K, xv EL}. 
The proof is straightforward: by (2.6) and the formula for induction, 
@ 1 K)L*“)G (‘1 = , ; , T / K , Tw&L(x:)) ; yT(cdx:w>> e(x:ww>, 
summed over {(z, w) : z E G, w EL, x2 EL, xEw E K}. Since x: EL if and 
only if xi” EL, and since r,(C,(xi)) = r,( C’~(X~~)), we can convert to a sum 
over y = zw with each term repeated 1 L 1 times; this gives (5.1). 
Now we present a generalization of Dade’s summation formula ([2], (3.5)). 
We state it in a more abstract form than we actually need, hoping that this 
generality may be of some value. 
THEOREM 4. Let H be a subgroup of G, and D a subset of H. Assume that S 
is a collection of subsets of D, and that for each S E S there are defined groups 
K(S) and L(S) such that K(S) C H, K(S) CL(S) C G. Furthermore assume 
that for subsets S of D and v-elements d of D, the conditions 
(i) S E S and d E K(S) 
and 
(ii) Su{d}ES and dEK(Su{d}) 
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are equivalent, and that (i) implies both of the conditions 
(iii) C,(,)(d) and CK(Syldj)(d) contain the same r’-elements 
and 
(iv) C,(,)(d) and CL(SUIlj)(d) contain the same n’-elements. 
Then if B E %YHsa(D), 
(((j ) ~(S))US’,*)G = 0. 
Proof. Using (5.1) and reversing the order of summation, we can express 
the value of the left side of (5.2) at an arbitrary x E G as 
the inner sum being over the set 
S(xY) = {S : s E s, x; E K(S), xv EL(S)}. 
Consider the inner sum for fixed x and y. If X: E G - H, then S(xY) is 
empty, since always K(S) C H. If x: E H - D, then each term of the inner 
sum has the vanishing factor 0(x:), since 0 E %‘H,n(D). Finally, suppose that 
xz E D. In this case, the elements of S(x’) can be paired as follows. Suppose 
S E S(x’) while d = x1: $ S. Since (i) and (ii) are equivalent, S u (d} E S 
and d E K(S u {d}). Since XV = dx:, = xE,d, x$ E C,(,)(d); then by (iv), 
x,“, E CL(Sy&d) C L(S u {d}). Therefore S u {xi} E S(xY) whenever 
S E S(xY), where x: $ S; a similar argument shows the converse, so that 
the elements of S(X~) fall into pairs {S, S u {x:}}. Now (iii) and (iv) show 
that the summands corresponding to the elements of such a pair cancel. 
Thus in every case the inner sum vanishes, and the theorem is proved. 
Under assumptions of Theorem 4, if also 
0ES, K(0) = H, L(0) = G, (5.3) 
then the term for S = 0 in (5.2) is simply OGlr. 
Now we apply Theorem 4 to prove the remaining part of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let H be a subgroup of G, and let D be a union of r-sections 
of H satisfying assumption (B). Then for each generalized character 4 of H in 
OH.,, ecpr is a generalized character of G. 
Proof. Let D, be the set of all r-elements of D, and S the set of all 
subsets of D, . For each nonempty S E S, define 
4s) = n Z(s), W) = NH(S), L(S) = ivH(S)I(S). (5.4) 
SE.9 
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Clearly K(S) normalizes the rr’-group I(S), so that L(S) is a group, and the 
groups L(S) and K(S) stand in the relationship of the groups G and H in 
the hypothesis of Lemmas 2 and 3. For S = 0, define K(0) and L(0) as in 
(5.3). Observe that for d E 0, , L({d}) = Co(d). 
For any d E D, and 0 # S E S, d E NH(S) if and only if d E N&S U {dd)), 
so that (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4 are equivalent. (We shall omit the simple 
modifications needed to handle the case S = 0.) Now assume (i). By the 
definitions, NH(S) n C,(d) = NH(S u {d}) n C,(d); in other words, 
which implies (iii). By Lemma 3, 
We now use (B) crucially: since I(s) is the set of all d-elements of Cc(s) 
for s E S, I(S) is the set of all &-elements of Co(S). Then 
4s) n C,,,,(d) = 4s) n Cc@) 
is the set of all &-elements of Co(S) n CG(d) = CG(S U {d}), namely 
I(S u {d}). Hence 
where we assume (i). Clearly this implies (iv). Therefore Theorem 4 is 
applicable; hence (5.2) holds for all 6 E VH,,(D). By (5.3) the term for 
S = 0 is eGlr. 
Now let 6 be a generalized character of H in G?=,,(D). Then for each non- 
empty S E S, (0 ) K(S))L(s)*” is a generalized character of L(S) by Lemma 2, 
and then ((8 1 K(S))L(S)*a)G is a generalized character of G. Now observe that 
if 0 # S E S and h E H, then Sh (= h-Wh) E S, and S and Sh contribute 
equal terms to (5.2). Hence 
eG,r = - C (-- ip ((e 1 qsp)qG, 
s 
where we sum over one representative S of each equivalence class of non- 
empty H-conjugate members of S; so PI* is a generalized character of G. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5, and hence also of Theorem 1. 
We may remark that under Dade’s assumptions, the special case of (5.2) 
appearing in the above proof coincides with [2], (3.5): cf. (3.3). 
We conclude this section by mentioning some other situations where 
Theorem 4 yields a summation formula (5.2); the proofs are by arguments 
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similar to some used in proving Theorem 5. In each case (5.3) is to hold, and 
D, is defined as in Theorem 5: 
(a) H any subgroup of G, D = H, S consisting of all subsets of D, (or 
of D), K(S) = NH(S), L(S) = No(S). 
(b) H any subgroup of G, D = H, S consisting of all subsets S of D, (or 
of D) such that all elements of S commute with each other, K(S) = C,(S), 
L(S) = C,(S). 
(c) The assumptions of Lemma 2, D = H, S all subsets of D,, , 
K(S) = NH(S), L(S) = NH(S) [In C,(s)]. 
6. TRANXTIVITY;~NDEPENDENCE OFT 
The next theorem describes a transitivity property of the assumptions 
we have used; recall also the related property (2.3). 
THEOREM 6. Given. groups H C J C G, and a union D of n-sections of H. 
Then each of the assumptions (A), (B,) and(B) holdsfor G, H, D, rr ifand on+ if 
it holds both for J, H, D, Z- and for G, J, D-‘T~, r.
Since most of the argument is easy, we present only the proof that (B,) 
holds for G, H, D, rr if it holds in the other two cases. Here we use the equiv- 
alent form of (B,) given in Section 1. For any n-element d E D, 
G(d) = C,(d) O,,(G(d)) and C,(d) = Cd4 O,~(CdW 
Since 
CG(d) CJ(d) 
O,,(Cc(d)) = Cd4 n O/(Cc(d)) ’ 
O,,(C,(d)) = C,(d) n o,,(cc(d>> c O,,(Cc(d)). 
Hence Co(d) = C,(d) O,,(Co(d)), as required. 
In contrast to Theorem 6, if Dade’s assumptions (A) and (B*) hold for 
G, H, D, n, then they hold for J, H, D, rr, but in general (B*) fails for G, J, 
DJlr, n; however (B) does hold for G, J, DJ,W, ?T, as we have just seen. 
It can happen that our various assumptions are satisfied for two different 
sets of primes for the same G, H, and D. Then frequently our results are 
completely independent of which set of primes we use, as the final theorem 
indicates. 
THEOREM 7. Let H be a subgroup of G; let T and p be sets of primes. Let D 
be a subset of H which is a union of disjoint sets Di such that each Di is both a 
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x-section and a p-section of H, and such that assumption (B,) holds both for 
G, H, D, rr and for G, H, D, p. Then for each 0 E V,,,(D) = %7H,p(D), 
0%~ = @P 
Proof. The n-elements of Di are the same as the p-elements of Di , 
since they are the elements of Di of minimal order; they form a single con- 
jugate class of H. Then for any d E D, d, and d, are conjugate in H; hence the 
r-part and the p-part of the order of d are equal, and so d,, = d, . 
Now let d be any r-element (i.e., p-element) of D; let x E C,(d). Then x 
is a &-element if and only if (dx),, = d. For any such x, dx E D; hence 
(dx), = (dx), = d, so that x is a p’-element. Thus the &-elements and the 
p’-elements of C,(d) coincide; hence rr n r(C,(d)) = p n r(C,(d)). Since 
(B,) implies that ( C,(d) : C,(d) [ is not divisible by any prime in n or in p, 
v n r(Cc@)) = p n -(C,(d)); so the &-elements and p’-elements of C,(d) 
are the same. Then {d}G*r = {d}G+‘. Since also (d}H3s = {d}ll+‘, (2.4) shows 
that r-induction and p-induction have the same effect on %F?~,=(D) = ‘?F?~,~(D), 
as required. 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 7, the a-elements and p-elements of D 
are the same, so that assumption (A) also holds for 7r if and only if it holds 
for p. 
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